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Delivering on our promises for over 50 years.
Blending the technical with the aesthetic.
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Our completed projects pay testament to
this and the levels of repeat business from
satisfied clients confirm it. We do, what we
say we are going to do, every time without
fail. Delivering on our promises for over 50
years is the company standard.
Upon working with Tyson Lighting you will
experience dealing with a highly
knowledgeable, motivated TEAM who will
nurture your project, from initial conceptual
specification through to supply, whilst
tailoring to your schedule and budget.

www.tysonlighting.com

What we do ................................... 4

With a diverse skill base and product
portfolio we can design, manufacture and
supply almost any application satisfying the
most demanding clients whim.
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New Head Office built
in Walpole Street.

A COMPANY HISTORY

1992

Formed in 1961 by Tom and Kathleen
Gibson and Harold Tyson. Originally the
lighting centre, servicing mills in the
area.

UK Exclusivity for Luceplan
established.
Manchester and London
Tyson Lighting Design
offices launched.

Greene King contract won.

1961

2015

2010

Barratt Homes contract won.
1981

Premier Inn contract won.

Andrew joined Tyson.
2005

1990

Philip joined the company.
1974

Lighting Design
Department established.

Opened first shop in
Blackburn Lower Cudley
Street.

2002

www.tysonlighting.com

1987
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1975

1966

Relocation to 70 King
William Street.

Relocation to 22
Preston New Road.

A new shop was opened
on Darwen Street.

Butlin’s contract won.

European Exclusivity for Viso.
2014

2012
2007

Gatecrasher contract won.

2013

Manchester Gallery Space
established showcasing
Tyson Bespoke pieces.

www.tysonlighting.com

1964
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WHAT WE DO Bespoke
WHY TYSON IS DIFFERENT
What sets Tyson Lighting apart from every
decorative lighting company in the Contract
Decorative Market?

WE CREATE OUR
LIGHTING PIECES
FROM SCRATCH
WITH UNIQUE AND

www.tysonlighting.com

Even if the request is unique we can also
tailor existing fittings to work in a
commercial environment, up cycle nonlighting items or refurbish historical pieces
to their original specification or with a
modern interpretation.

www.tysonlighting.com

EXQUISITE CARE

We can design using our Solid Works
professional software, producing photo
realistic renders with Dialux lighting
calculations to ensure exactly what is
required for your scheme by perfectly
tailoring our client’s specification.
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OUR MISSION

Tyson Design, with our in-house award
winning lighting design team, are able to
offer turn key lighting design solutions from
conception through to detail design and on
site commissioning.
Our lighting team has experience working
on all scales of project, delivering
exceptionally creative and quality designs
over a range of different design sectors.

The experience of light has a subjective character,
which creates personal and unique perceptions of
space and form. Understanding light and how it
reacts with space, materials and fundamentally the
users within, are elements of lighting design which
are essential to all design projects.
Our lighting design team strives to deliver and
portray all aspects of the artificial lighting design
process, through our extensive knowledge and
understanding of all things light.
We work on and deliver a range of lighting design
solutions for a large spectrum of project types and
installations.

Our team can deliver the following architectural lighting
design solutions and much more.
Light Art installations and sculptures
Interior and exterior lighting design solutions
Lighting control commissioning
Bespoke luminaire design
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Hospitality

Hotels

Offices

Residential

Historic

Public Realm

Gibson House, Walpole Street, Blackburn,
Entertainment Room / 3D Rendering

www.tysonlighting.com
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Our lighting design team has experience in
the following sectors:
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BESPOKE LIGHTING
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Steel Fabrication

Bending on site

Brass Fabrication on site

Polishing

Ageing Electro Printing

Box Folding

Basket Wave

Powder Coating

Paint Finishing

Pressing

www.tysonlighting.com

www.tysonlighting.com

We can facilitate the following processes:
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OUR BRANDS
We are exclusive suppliers and distributors
of some world renowned International
Lighting Brands .

UK EXCLUSIVE
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EUROPEAN EXCLUSIVE
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OUR CLIENTS

OUR BRANDS
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GRESHAM
We were supplied with an empty
showroom space and a brief from
Gresham Office Furniture to deliver an
interior scheme that was individual and
impactful for their flagship new
showroom in Clerkenwell - the hub of
design in London.
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The centrepiece for the boardroom was
a playful ,super-sized take on the
1970’s office desk toy, the Newton’s
Cradle - utilising VISO Fort Knox
metalised acrylic spheres in a bespoke
and never before seen formation.

www.tysonlighting.com
www.tysonlighting.com
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Taking advantage of the old building’s
slightly industrial looking appearance,
The New York Loft style space was
transformed, using contemporary
architectural and decorative lighting to
create a unique, off-beat retail
showroom, office space and feature
boardroom.
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PIZZA HUT
The client required an impactful feature
pendant and together with the designer
we decided on the test tube
arrangement.
We manufactured bespoke rings in
aluminium to house the test tubes, so the
spacings let just enough ambient white
light through, as well as highlighting the
colour spectrum provided by the
individually coloured tubes.
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The oversized LED filament globe lamps
worked perfectly to achieve the “pop”
aesthetic - both client and designer
demanded.
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HOLLYWOOD BOWL
The brief here was to increase income
from ‘non bowling’ activities. Utilising
Tyson’s bespoke design service, the
clients designer envisaged giant sized,
wooden, slatted, bowling ball and pin
feature.
We brought to life using our Solidworks
software - making it easy for the client
to visualise our interpretation of the
initial sketch. These were hung above
the target areas, and the customer
traffic was directed.
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A feature bowling pin arrangement,
using actual pins, with recessed LED
downlights, was particularly impressive
over the pool tables.
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TESTIMONIALS
‘When designing our London showroom we were aware that the right lighting scheme was going to be
essential. We just weren’t too sure on what that lighting scheme should be and how to approach it. Working
with the team at Tyson Lighting was fantastic and insightful. From their initial consultation on luxe levels and
positioning of fixed lighting areas, through to sourcing elegant yet funky feature lighting throughout the
showroom, the team were professional, approachable and a pleasure to work with.

“We have worked with Tyson for many years on numerous projects, big and small in different sectors.
Their attention to detail gives us confidence that delivery and budget will always be achieved.”

Rob Fairhurst - TUW Designs

Julian Roebuck, MD, Gresham Office Furniture

www.tysonlighting.com

Paul Barnes - Lumen Pulse
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“Tyson lighting have always been a go to company with a very creative and dynamic approach to lighting
design and supply. We have found them to hugely professional and pull out all the stops to meet tight
deadlines. We are always happy to specify Tyson lighting, they have never let us down.”

Matt Rawlinson - Raw Design

“Great products, and customer service, Tyson’s have always delivered to finish off so many successful
projects.”

Stephen Yardley - IMD Associates

“Tyson will always help out, whatever size of project - their friendly ‘can do’ attitude, and professional
approach makes for a smooth running project from design through to completion.”

Freddie Evans - IDL Architecture

www.tysonlighting.com

“Tyson lighting have an amazing ability to pull together a total lighting solution for a very dynamic retail
market sector. This is archived by their in depth knowledge of mainstream suppliers and their bespoke
design and manufacturing experience.”
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LOGISTIC AND OPERATIONS
We run our logistics operation from our
purpose built lighting factory, stock holding
and distribution centre at our HQ at Gibson
House, Blackburn.

OVER £1 MILLION STOCK AVAILABLE
FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY

FULL GLOBAL COVERAGE SUPPLIED
TO 28 COUNTRIES IN 2014

We have exceptional knowledge, and buying
power in the industry due to our strong
heritage, and reputation of integrity.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY
ACROSS EUROPE

www.tysonlighting.com
www.tysonlighting.com
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To ensure continuity of supply to roll out
schemes and multi site operations, we hold
great stock levels, working closely with the
clients investment program, utilising the
capacity of our traceable SAGE 200 system.
We use our own liveried transport - to ensure
bespoke, and fragile fittings are supplied, and
installed as specified throughout Europe, and
the U.K.

SUPPLIED 1200 PROJECTS
IN THE UK IN 2014
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Our experienced Project Managers run their
own projects individually - giving continuity,
and personal contact from specification
through to supply.
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GET IN TOUCH

www.tyson-lighting.co.uk
www.tysonlighting.com

Telephone : +44 01254 266000
Email: sales@tysonlighting.com
Address: Tyson Lighting, Gibson House,
Walpole Street, Blackburn, BB1 1DB
Company reg: 08996395
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Tyson Lighting Design Practice Manchester:
3rd Floor, The HQ Building Old Granada Studios,
Atherton Street, Manchester, M3 4FD
Tyson Lighting Design Practice London:
2nd Floor 17 Blackfriars Lane, St Pauls,
London, EC4V 6ER

